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This paper describes the results of two complementary experiments which
studied the properties of the well-deformed nucleus
171
Hf. The rst experi-
ment, with a thin self-supporting target, extended the rotational bands built
upon the [633]7/2, [512]5/2 and [521]1/2 congurations up to spins of 73/2{
85/2h. The congurations of these bands and observed band crossings are
discussed within the framework of the cranked-shell model. The second ex-
periment employed a backed target in order to measure the lifetimes, by the
Doppler Shift Attenuation method, and thereby establish deformations for
some of the states in the collective rotational bands. The extracted deforma-
tions are found to be consistent with those predicted from theoretical Total
Routhian Surface calculations. These deformations provide strong evidence
that the high-spin states in
171
Hf, and perhaps more importantly, in the re-
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) isomeric states decay,
retain their well-deformed axial symmetry.
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Ca,5n), E = 200 MeV;
171
Hf Doppler Shift Attenuation mea-
surement of mean lifetimes of collective states, transition quadrupole moments. Comparison with
Total Routhian Surface calculations. Enriched targets, gammasphere spectrometer.
I. INTRODUCTION
The well deformed nucleus
171
Hf was rst studied in the 1970s [1{3]. At that time, -ray
spectrometers were unable to establish the collective rotational bands up to suciently high ro-
tational frequencies to observe the expected sequence of band crossings. These band crossings
are generally employed as an aid in dening the high-frequency congurations of the bands. A
little more recently, in 1989, these rotational bands were extended to higher spin [4]; however, the
majority of research on
171
Hf has focussed on the lower-spin states. As an example, experiments
with the igisol facility have established the 29.5(9) second half life of the 1/2
 
bandhead state
in the [521]1/2 rotational band in
171
Hf [5] and have measured the deformations of the Hf isotope
chain [6]. The charge radii, extracted for these Hf isotopes, corresponds closely to that predicted
from the 
2
deformations and the peaking of the deformation beyond mid-shell (near A=173) is
observed to be common in both the theoretical and measured deformations.
The objective of the present work was to extend the collective rotational bands, based on
the neutron [633]7/2, [512]5/2 and [521]1/2 congurations in
171
Hf, to high rotational frequencies
in order to fully establish the band crossing frequencies and thereby, permit a comparison with
the systematics of the neighbouring nuclei [3,7{9]. In addition, this work aimed at determining
the lifetimes and therefore the deformations of the high-spin states in these collective rotational
bands. Such deformation measurements would extend the igisol measurements to the higher-spin
regime and allow an additional comparison to be made with the theoretical deformations based on
particular congurations. The signicance of establishing the deformation of the higher-spin states
in
171








isomeric states [3,10]. The lifetimes
for the decay of these isomers are governed by the K-selection rule [11]. This selection rule is only
valid if the [633]7/2 ground-state band (to which the isomers decay) retains its axially-symmetric
2
shape at intermediate spins. In such circumstances, K remains a good quantum number; however,
if the shape of the [633]7/2 ground-state band is no longer axially symmetric then the expected
hindrance for the decay transitions [10] would be substantially eroded. Such an eect was observed




This paper presents the analysis of two reactions which populated
171
Hf. The rst experiment
was performed with a thin-target in order to extend the known [1{4] collective rotational bands







The 106-MeV beam was supplied by the Vivitron electrostatic accelerator at Strasbourg, France.
Two self-supporting stacked thin targets of
160
Gd, with total thickness 1mg=cm
2
, were used. In
the experiment, a total of 3.210
9
unpacked triple-coincident events were collected with the fty-
four escape-suppressed germanium detectors of the eurogam ii array [13]. Energy and eciency






Co sources which were placed at the target
position.
The second experiment was performed with a backed target in order to deduce the lifetimes of







Ca,5n) reaction as a secondary product of a
study on
172
Hf [8]. The 200-MeV beam was supplied by the 88-Inch Cyclotron at the Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory, U.S.A. A single target of
128
Te with thickness 1mg=cm
2
was used on




Au in order to stop all of the nuclear recoils. To prevent the loss of Te





) was evaporated over the front of the target. In the experiment, a total
of 710
10
unpacked triple-coincident events were collected with the sixty-four escape-suppressed







Ta sources which were placed at the target position.
III. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
As a consequence of the fact that both of these experiments were performed with a large
array of escape-suppressed spectrometers, eurogam ii and gammasphere, the average -ray
multiplicity distribution consisted mostly of triple- and higher-coincident events. In the analysis,
a combination of two-, three- and four-dimensional histograms were used. Gates were placed in
these histograms and the  ray intensities and coincidence relationships were used to determine
the order of the  rays in the level scheme. These data were analysed with both the \Radware"
[15] and the \UPAK" [16] software packages. The data from the thin-target reaction allowed the
level scheme to be extended to high spin and the data from the backed-target experiment was used
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solely to determine the lifetimes and therefore, deformations, for some of the states in the collective
rotational bands. The non-symmetric matrices employed in the Doppler shift lineshape analysis
are discussed in section III B.
The multipolarities of the  rays were obtained from an angular correlation analysis using the
method of directional correlation from oriented states (DCO) [17]. A matrix was constructed (from
the eurogam ii data) in which all events detected in coincidence with one of the twenty-four 90

detectors were incremented on one of the axes versus any other non-90

detector on the other axis.
Likewise, another matrix was created which contained any event from a 22.4

(forward) or a 157.6

(backward) detector on one of the axes and any other detector on the other axis. The directional















were used to deduce the multipolarity of the  rays except for the weaker transitions. The DCO
ratios from these matrices were calibrated with a selection of known stretched quadrupole tran-
sitions and known pure (=0) dipole transitions whose ratios were 1.0 and 0.5, respectively.
Some of the high-spin band extensions are suggested to be electric quadrupole transitions on the
basis of the regular energy sequences which are characteristic of quadrupole rotation.
A. Level Scheme
The new level scheme for
171
Hf, deduced from the present work, is shown in Fig. 1. All of
the known low-K bands [1{4] have been extended in the present work. The high-K bands were
recently discussed in Ref. [10] and will not be discussed here. The -ray energies, intensities, DCO
ratios and spin assignments for these transitions from the thin-target experiment are given in Table
I. A selection of -ray spectra from the thin-target experiment are shown in Figs. 2(a) to 2(h).
Bands 1a and 1b have been extended in the present work to spin 73/2 and 63/2h, respectively,
see Fig. 2(a)-(c). At spin 45/2h, a new sequence of transitions was previously observed [4] to decay
into band 1a. This sequence is conrmed in the present work and a -ray spectrum is shown in
Fig. 2(b).
Bands 2a and 2b are extended to spin 75/2 and 65/2h, respectively, see Fig. 2(d) and 2(e).
The interband transitions have also been extended between both signature-partner bands up to
spin 39/2h, see Fig. 1. The 50-keV transition from 5/2
 
bandhead state to the ground state [1]
with half life of 63.64.0 ns was not observed in these data due to its large electron conversion
coecient and the poor energy and timing response of large volume germanium detectors at low
-ray energies.
Bands 3a and 3b are extended up to spins of 81/2 and 67/2h, respectively, see Fig. 1. Selected
-ray spectra for these bands 3a and 3b are shown in Fig. 2(f) and 2(g), respectively. In a similar
manner to the behaviour observed in band 1a, another sequence of four transitions appears to
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decay into band 3a at spin 49/2h, see Fig. 2(h). In addition, as was noted in both Refs. [1]
and [4], the coincidence data reveal that the favoured and unfavoured signatures of bands 3a and
3b are in coincidence with each other, for example, the 66-keV transition is observed to be in
coincidence with the 175-keV transition, see Fig. 2(g). In the present work this unfavoured to
favoured crosstalk has been established up to the spin 35/2h, see Fig. 1. Some of the linking
transitions can be observed in Fig. 2(g).
B. Mean Lifetime Measurements using the Doppler Shift Attenuation Method
The authors of Ref. [3] noted that the high-energy transitions in bands 1a and 1b and bands
3a and 3b were Doppler broadened indicating that the feeding times of those high-spin states were
of the order of the characteristic stopping time of the nuclear recoils in the target material. In
the present work, the mean lifetimes of these collective rotational bands in
171
Hf, (bands 1a, 1b,
3a and 3b) have been established from an analysis of the Doppler broadened transition lineshapes
from the thick-target gammasphere data. Those -ray transitions which were emitted when the
recoiling nuclei were slowing in the target and backing material have a broadened lineshape due
to the Doppler eect. The magnitude of the Doppler shift depends upon the recoil velocity at
the time when the  ray was emitted and also upon the angle of detection. This recoil velocity,
which is a function of time, is determined by the nuclear slowing-down processes in the target and
backing material. The -ray emission time depends upon the lifetimes of both the state itself and
those states from which is has been fed.
As was noted in section III, most of the  rays studied in this work were from triple- and higher-
coincident events and the least contaminated spectra were produced from those events which were
double gated on the transitions in a particular band of interest. In the lineshape analysis this
was achieved by using gated coincidence matrices whose gates were the uncontaminated lower-
spin transitions. These low-spin transitions were emitted from states whose lifetimes were long,
compared with the slowing down time of the recoils in the target and backing, which ensures
that these transitions were emitted when the nucleus was at rest and show no Doppler broadened
lineshapes. These are the so called \stopped" transitions.
In order to fully analyse these lineshapes three gated - coincidence matrices were created
for each band of interest. The rst matrix contained only those events which were detected in
the 31.7

(forward) detectors on one of the axes versus those which were detected in any of the
other detectors on the other axis. The second matrix had any event from a 162.7

(backward)
detector on one axis and any other detector on the other axis. Finally the third gated matrix had
any event from the 90

detectors on one axis and any other detector on the other axis. The latter
matrix was used to ascertain the exact energy of the -ray transitions. For each band a sum of
the low-spin uncontaminated gates was then produced from each of these matrices for the forward
and backward detector angles.
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The transition lineshapes were analysed by the program \LINESHAPE" [18] which is based on
a program written by Gascon, see Ref. [19]. The program calculates -ray lineshapes and extracts
the lifetimes of the nuclear states by tting the experimental data. Detailed descriptions of the
method and its application are discussed in Refs. [19] and [20]. In the analysis, both electronic
and nuclear stopping powers were used to calculate the slowing down process. For the electronic
stopping power the tabulated values of Northclie and Schilling [21], corrected for the atomic shell
eect [22], were used. For the nuclear stopping power a multiple Coulomb scattering formalism
was employed [23].
The velocity distribution of the recoiling ions in the target and backing material were calculated
in a Monte-Carlo fashion [24]. The Monte-Carlo simulation treats the electron stopping power as
a continuous slowing down process and assumes that the discrete nuclear collisions occur at a rate
given by the Lindhart cross section [23]. In this process the distribution of the magnitude and
direction of the velocity, the so called \velocity prole", was calculated at xed time intervals
during the slowing-down time and a set of -ray peak shapes was produced for each time step
at each -ray detector angle. These shapes were stored in a \shape-versus-time" two-dimensional
matrix. A time step of 0.01 ps was used and a total number of 5000 histories were calculated for
each detector angle which provided a complete set of lineshapes ranging from the fully-shifted (at
time zero) to the fully-stopped peaks.
In order to reproduce the lineshapes, the -ray yield as a function of time was calculated using
the solution of Bateman's equation [25]. The nal calculated lineshapes were then obtained by
summing the independent lineshapes at each time interval weighted by the -ray yield. Since the
spectra were gated below the states of interest, the lifetimes of the states include a time delay
contribution from the side feeding which must be taken into account. The side feeding intensities
were obtained from the experimentally determined intensities given in Table I. In the analysis the
program assumes that a rotational band, with known energies, and a set of rotational transitions
with the same moment of inertia precedes the highest-spin transition. The mean lifetime,  , of the
E2 transition with energy E

is given by;
















B(E2; I ! I   2) =
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where  is in picoseconds, E

is in MeV, Q
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A side-feeding cascade with a constant moment of inertia was assumed to be connected to
each level in the band. This side feeding for each level is obtained from the experimental data
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and the side-feeding time was controlled by a parameter, Q

(SF ), which was included in the t.
The program can simulate up to ve side-feeding levels and in the analysis it was found that the
optimum 
2
was obtained when ve side-feeding levels were used. With this method it was possible
to t the lifetime of a state and the corresponding side-feeding quadrupole moments, Q

(SF ), for
each -ray transition with an observable lineshape, starting from the highest level.
In the analysis the following parameters were simultaneously tted using a 
2
minimisation
technique; (1) the transition quadrupole moment of the state, Q

, (2) the associated side-feeding
quadrupole moment of the modeled state, Q

(SF ), (3) the intensities at each angle of the tted
peak and those of the contaminant stopped peaks near the peak of interest, and (4) the intercept
and gradient of a linear background beneath the peaks. In the program the uncertainties in the
lifetimes were determined by a statistical method using the MINOS subroutine [26]. This routine





, occurs for the most likely or best t parameters and the
region over which 
2
assumes values smaller than 
2
min
+1 corresponds to one standard deviation.
Before the t the following parameters were selected; (1) the number of states in the side-feeding
cascade, N , (2) the moment of inertia of the side-feeding cascade, =(SF ), and (3) the intrinsic
resolution of the detectors. The optimum 
2
was obtained when the moment of inertia of the





The data from the forward and backward detectors were tted independently and the nal lifetime
was an arithmetic average of the forward and backward ts.
The extracted deformations of the bands, for which this analysis could be performed (bands
1a, 1b, 3a and 3b), were compared with those predicted from a series of Total Routhian Surface
calculations based upon the proposed congurations. This comparison is discussed in section IVC.
For the other bands in
171
Hf (the high-K bands and bands 2a and 2b) this lineshape analysis was
not performed. This was due to the fact that these bands were too weak in intensity and there
was no possibility to make spectra which were suciently free from contamination.
1. Bands 1a and 1b Lineshapes
Two lineshape matrices were created for bands 1a and 1b. One was gated on the 521-keV
transition in band 1a and the other was gated on the 427-keV transition in band 1b. Figure
3 shows three transitions in band 1a, in the region over which it was possible to perform the
lineshape analysis, with the respective forward and backward ts for (a) and (b) the 665-keV; (c)
and (d) the 726-keV and (e) and (f) the 773-keV transitions. The tted parameters extracted from
the results of the lineshape analysis for the forward and backward ts for band 1a are shown in
Table II. Similarly, Fig. 4 shows the three transitions in band 1b, in the region over which it was
possible to perform the lineshape analysis, with the respective forward and backward ts for (a)
and (b) the 658-keV; (c) and (d) the 714-keV and (e) and (f) the 763-keV transitions. The tted
parameters extracted from the results of the lineshape analysis for the forward and backward ts
7
for band 1b are shown in Table III.
In Table II, and the following Tables III, IV, and V, for bands 1a, 1b, 3a and 3b, respectively,
the uncertainty limit shown on the quadrupole moment, Q

, was from the results of the MINOS
routine. The uncertainty on the accepted average value is the larger of the two MINOS values used
in the averaging. However, it was also noted that the uncertainty associated with the electronic
and nuclear stopping powers introduces a minimum possible uncertainty in the lifetime values of
8%. When the uncertainties from the tting routine were smaller than this value, a lower limit of
8% was used. Such values are denoted in these tables with a \(*)". A similar process was adopted
for the side-feeding quadrupole moments of the side-feeding cascade, Q

(SF ).
2. Bands 3a and 3b Lineshapes
Two lineshape matrices were created for band 3. One was gated on the 175- and 258-keV
transitions in band 3a and the other was gated on the 395- and 453-keV transitions in band 3b.
Figure 5 shows the four transitions in band 3a in the region over which it was possible to perform
the lineshape analysis with the respective forward and backward ts for (a) and (b) the 570-keV;
(c) and (d) the 620-keV; (e) and (f) the 677-keV and (g) and (h) the 737-keV transitions. The
tted parameters extracted from the results of the lineshape analysis for the forward and backward
ts for band 3a are shown in Table IV. Similarly, Fig. 6 shows the three transitions in band 3b in
the region over which it was possible to perform the lineshape analysis with the respective forward
and backward ts for (a) and (b) the 603-keV; (c) and (d) the 642-keV and (e) and (f) the 680-
keV transitions. The tted parameters extracted from the results of the lineshape analysis for the
forward and backward ts for band 3b are shown in Table V.
IV. DISCUSSION
The congurations for the bands in
171
Hf have previously been discussed in Refs. [1{4,10]. In
the present work, theoretical Total Routhian Surface (TRS) and Woods-Saxon cranked-shell-model
calculations [27] have been performed for
171
Hf. The results of the TRS calculations are presented
in Fig. 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c) for the three bands 1, 2 and 3, in
171
Hf, respectively. The results of the







), are shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), for neutrons and protons,
respectively. According to these calculations and previous studies, [1{4,10], the lowest-lying neutron
orbits around the N=99 Fermi surface are the [633]7/2, [521]1/2 and [512]5/2 orbitals, see Fig.
8(a). Similarly, the lowest-lying proton orbitals around the Z=72 Fermi level are the [404]7/2,
[402]5/2 and [514]9/2 orbitals, see Fig. 8(b). These lowest energy proton and neutron orbits
are summarised in Table VI. Rotational bands built upon single- and multi-particle excitations
involving these orbitals have been established in the neighbouring nuclei [3,7{9]. In the ensuing
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discussion both the neutron and proton orbitals will be referred to by their standard TRS letter
notation, see Table VI. In this adopted notation, orbit E is explicitly dened as the rst orbit with
parity and signature (; )=({,{1/2), rather than simply the rst negative-parity orbit as was often
used in the early literature. Indeed the lowest negative-parity orbits now has (; )=({,+1/2) (i.e.
here the F orbital) for both neutrons and protons, see Fig. 8(a) and 8(b).
A. Congurations of the bands
The experimental aligned angular momenta, i
x
, (or alignment) [28], for bands 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b,
3a and 3b in
171
Hf are shown in Figs. 9(a), 9(b) and 9(c), respectively. From Fig. 9(a) it can
be observed that bands 1a and 1b do not show any evidence for the AB band crossing around
rotational frequencies of 0.2{0.3 MeV. This is because bands 1a and 1b are built upon the A and B
orbitals [1{4], respectively, which eectively blocks the crossing from taking place. In comparison,
bands 2a and 2b and bands 3a and 3b both show evidence for the AB crossing at 0.2{0.3 MeV
with the associated alignment gain of 10 h, see Figs. 9(b) and 9(c). Bands 2 and 3 are built
upon the [512]5/2 and [521]1/2 congurations [1{4], respectively. The larger signature splitting
of the [521]1/2 conguration (band 3a and 3b) compared with that of the [512]5/2 conguration
(bands 2a and 2b) can also be deduced from Figs. 9(b) and 9(c). No proton band crossings are




) [3,7{9]. For comparison,
in the neighbouring nuclei the neutron AB band crossing in the yrast band takes place at h!=0.24
MeV with an alignment gain of 6.6h in
169





observed to occur at h!=0.51 MeV in
172
Hf [8]. The theoretical predictions are also in reasonable
agreement with these observations. Figure 8(a) shows that the AB neutron crossing is expected to




proton crossing is predicted at h! 0.50 MeV, Fig.




can be observed in the bands which have
been extended to higher rotational frequencies in this work. For example, the alignment of bands
2a and 3a are observed to upturn at h! 0.50 MeV in Fig. 9(b) and 9(c).
As was rst noted in Ref. [4], a new sequence of transitions was established which decays
into band 1a at spin 45/2
+
h. The DCO ratio for the 846-keV connecting transition, has a large
value of 1.23(18) which favours an E2 assignment, albeit with a large uncertainty. Assuming an E2
assignment, the new sequence is most likely the result of a band crossing. Since band 1a is based on
the [633]7/2, A orbit, then the next lowest expected crossing would be the BC crossing. (The rst
proton crossing does not occur until a rotational frequency of 0.5 MeV.) The crossing frequency
of 0.38 MeV, see Fig. 9(a), is however, a little large compared with the A!ABC interaction
which occurs at h! 0.32 MeV in
169
Hf [7]. Nevertheless, the fact that the interaction is only
observed in one signature (band 1a) based on the A orbital and not the other signature (band
1b) based on the B orbital is consistent with the aligning particle being based on a conguration
including the B orbital. In this scenario the new branch is understood to be the continuation of
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the unfavoured one-quasiparticle A conguration above the BC crossing frequency.
In the present work, a similar sequence of tentative transitions has been observed to decay into
band 3a at spin 49/2
 
h. These transitions appear to form another rotational band, see Fig. 1
and 2(f). Although a DCO ratio could be obtained for the 360-keV tentative linking transition, its
uncertainty does not permit an unambiguous spin and parity assignment to be made for this band.
The conguration assignments for all of the bands in
171
Hf are summarised in Table VIII.
B. (I = 1)=(I = 2) Intensity Branching ratios.
In order to validate the conguration assignments for these bands the B(M1)=B(E2) ratios
of reduced transition probabilities have been calculated from the (I = 1)=(I = 2) intensity
branching ratios for bands 1a, 1b and bands 2a and 2b using the standard prescription, see for
example Ref. [8]. These values are shown in Fig. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. Also shown
in the gure are the semi-classical estimates from the geometric model [30] by the thick lines.
The parameters used in the calculation are summarised in Table VII. In the calculations the
signature splitting term was set to be 0.05 MeV and 0.02 MeV for the [633]7/2 and [512]5/2 bands,
respectively. In addition, a quadrupole moment of 5.5eb was used from the average quadrupole
moment extracted from the DSAM lifetimes for bands 1a and 1b. The theoretical calculations are
in reasonable agreement with the assigned underlying congurations.
C. Lifetimes estimated from the TRS calculations.
The mean experimental lifetimes extracted for bands 1a, 1b, 3a and 3b in
171
Hf, from the
Doppler Shift Attenuation Method, have been compared with a series of theoretical TRS cal-
culations. The TRS calculations provide an estimate of the quadrupole deformation parameter,
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) cos( + 30): (5)
Table IX shows the results of this conversion from the TRS deformation to the quadrupole moment
for a few rotational frequencies for bands 1a, 1b, 3a and 3b.
1. Bands 1a and 1b
Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the comparison of the experimental quadrupole moments Q

,
extracted from the DSAM measurement for bands 1a and 1b, respectively with that of the TRS
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calculation based on the corresponding signature of the [633]7/2 conguration. From the gure it
can be observed that the experimental DSAM Q

measurements for bands 1a and 1b are consistent
with those predicted from the TRS calculation. The average DSAM quadrupole moments are 5{6
eb, while that extracted from the TRS is a little larger 6{7 eb.
2. Bands 3a and 3b
Figures. 11(c) and 11(d) show the comparison of the experimental quadrupole moments Q

,
extracted from the DSAM measurement for bands 3a and 3b, respectively with that of the TRS
calculation based on the corresponding signature of the [521]1/2 conguration. The experimental
DSAM Q

measurements for bands 3a and 3b are in good agreement with those predicted from
the TRS calculation.
In summary, the results of the DSAM analysis for bands 1a, 1b, 3a and 3b reveal that the
quadrupole moments of the bands are large,  5 7eb over the entire range where they could be mea-
sured with the present experimental apparatus. One important feature of these large quadrupole
moments, especially for bands 1a and 1b below spin 19/2h, is that the nucleus is most likely in
a deformed axially symmetric shape. A consequence of an axially symmetric shape is that the









decay to bands 1a and 1b (with K=7/2), then these decay transitions are expected to obey the
K selection rule [11] and are therefore, hindered, leading to the isomeric states with halives of
6ns and 18ns, respectively. This well dened axial symmetry in
171
Hf, and that of the other Hf
nuclei, is in contrast to the behaviour of the heavier mass W and Os nuclei. For example, in
182
Os
[12] shape uctuations are deemed responsible for the violations of the K selection rule where the
high-K isomers are observed to decay directly to the ground-state bands, bypassing the sequence
of intermediate-K states.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the known collective rotational bands in
171
Hf have been extended to high rota-
tional frequencies. The congurations of the bands have been interpreted within the framework of
the theoretical cranked-shell model with the associated band crossings and alignments. In addition,
the lifetimes of some of the states in the collective rotational bands have been measured and the
deformations, therefore, established. These deformations are consistent with those expected based
on a series of Total Routhian Surface calculations. The large quadrupole moment for the yrast
band has been used to provide strong evidence that deformed axially symmetric shapes prevail in
171
Hf and that the K selection rule is responsible for hindering the decay of the higher-K states.
This behaviour is consistent with the large degree of axial symmetry observed in other Hf isotopes
and is in contrast to the shape uctuations observed in the heavier mass W and Os nuclei.
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TABLE I. The energies, intensities and DCO ratios for all of the -ray transitions observed in
171
Hf. If no DCO is given then the spin assignment is based on the previously established level
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TABLE II. Summary of the results for the transition quadrupole moments, Q

, and lifetimes,
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TABLE III. Summary of the results for the transition quadrupole moments, Q

, and lifetimes,
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TABLE IV. Summary of the results for the transition quadrupole moments, Q

, and lifetimes,
 , for the states in band 3a, [521]1/2 ( = +1=2). A \(*)" denotes where a lifetime uncertainty of
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TABLE V. Summary of the results for the transition quadrupole moments, Q

, and lifetimes,
 , for the states in band 3b, [521]1/2 ( =  1=2).
21



















































TABLE VI. The labels for the lowest neutron orbitals around the neutron N=99 Fermi surface
and the lowest proton orbitals around the Z=72 proton Fermi surface. The parameter, n, refers to
the n'th orbit of a particular parity and signature.













TABLE VII. Parameters used in the theoretical B(M1)/B(E2) ratio calculation from the geo-





























 [633]7=2 ( ;+1=2) ( ; 1=2)
TABLE VIII. Summary of the conguration assignments for all of the rotational bands in
171
Hf.
Frequency Band 1a Band 1b Band 3a Band 3b
(keV) TRS (
2












; ) ! Q

(eb)
0.254 (0.269,{1.4)!7.24 (0.277,{0.3)!7.40 (0.272,{1.1)!7.31 (0.277,{0.8)!7.43
0.295 (0.247,{2.3)!6.66 (0.282,{0.4)!7.55 (0.259,{2.4)!7.01 (0.270,{1.5)!7.28
0.336 (0.243,{2.0)!6.52 (0.274,{0.3)!7.31 (0.261,{2.8)!7.10 (0.272,{1.8)!7.36
0.376 (0.243,{1.9)!6.51 (0.244,{1.7)!6.53 (0.252,{3.2)!6.86 (0.271,{1.8)!7.33
0.417 (0.246,{1.9)!6.51 (0.243,{2.0)!6.52 (0.237,{3.7)!6.44 (0.252,{3.1)!6.85
0.458 (0.273, 0.1)!7.25 (0.276, 0.5)!7.31 (0.225,{4.8)!6.15 (0.233,{4.6)!7.46
0.539 (0.280, 1.5)!7.35 (0.293, 2.7)!7.62 (0.212,{6.4)!5.84 (0.282, 0.9)!7.45
TABLE IX. A few examples of the conversion of the TRS (
2
; ) predictions to Q

for bands






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIG. 1. The new level scheme for
171
Hf established from this work. Transition energies are
given in keV, while the widths of the arrows indicate their relative intensities, with the white parts






















































































































































































































































































































































































(d)  Band 2a
25
FIG. 2. A series of triple-gated spectra for a selection of the bands observed in this work from
the thin-target reaction.
(a) Band 1a showing the new sequence; triple-gated spectrum from all non-diagonal
combinations of the gatelist c/783/799, where list c=(184,267,353,439,521,597,665,726,773)
keV. (b) Band 1a; triple-gated spectrum from all non-diagonal combinations of the two
gatelists a/b/b where list a=(184,267,353,439,521,597,665,726,773) keV and list b=(845,897)
keV. (c) Band 1b; triple-gated spectrum from all non-diagonal combinations of the
gatelist d/d/d, where list d=(236,334,427,515,592,658,714,763,810,861,908) keV. (d) Band 2a;
triple-gated spectrum from all non-diagonal combinations of the gatelist f/f/f, where list
f=(256,342,410,461,497,527,557,599,655,718,785,849,910) keV. (e) Band 2b; triple-gated spectrum
from all
non-diagonal combinations of the gatelist e/e/e, where list e=(302,379,438,478,542,594,650,706)
keV. (f) Band 3a; triple-gated spectrum from all non-diagonal combinations of the gatelist g/g/g,
where list g=(175,258,330,389,440,485,527,570,620,677,737,798,858,919,978,1035) keV. (g) Band
3b, triple-gated spectrum from all non-diagonal combinations of the gatelist h/h/h, where list
h=(165,253,329,395,453,506,556,603,642,680) keV. (h) Band 3a; showing the new tentative se-
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1675 (e) 677 keV
FIG. 5. The Doppler broadened line shapes observed for band 3a from a double-gated spectrum
in the thick-target reaction, see text for details; (a) and (b) show the 570-keV lineshape; (c) and (d)
show the 620-keV lineshape; and (e) and (f) show the 677-keV transition lineshape ; and (g) and
(h) show the 737-keV transition lineshape for the forward and backward detectors, respectively.
The data are shown by histograms, contaminant peaks by dashed lines and the total line shapes,


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIG. 7. Results of TRS calculations for
171
Hf. These calculations predict that
171
Hf has a






) for (a) bands 1a and 1b,
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FIG. 8. Routhians from the CSM calculations based on a Woods-Saxon potential performed







quasi-neutrons and (b) quasi-protons. The parity and signature (; ) convention for the lines in
the plots are: solid lines refer to (; )=(+,1/2), dotted lines refer to (; )=(+,{1/2), dash-dotted
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h-ω (MeV)
(c)       [521]1/2 Bands 3a, 3b
FIG. 9. The experimental aligned angular momenta, i
x
for the rotational bands observed in
171
Hf. (a) bands 1a and 1b, (b) bands 2a and 2b, and (c) bands 3a and 3b. A reference band










was subtracted from each band.
Open symbols refer to parity and signature conguration (; )=(+,+1/2) or ({,+1/2) and closed















































































FIG. 10. B(M1)=B(E2) ratios, calculated from the branching ratios, for the transitions in (a)
the [633]7/2 and (b) the [512]5/2 bands in
171
Hf. The solid line represents the calculated values
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Eγ (keV)
  Band 3b [521]1/2  Forward
  Band 3b [521]1/2  Backward
(d)
FIG. 11. The quadrupole moment, Q

, extracted from the forward and backward lineshape ts
for (a) band 1a, (b) bands 1b, (c) band 3a, and (d) band 3b. Open symbols refer to the ts
extracted from the forward detectors and closed symbols refer to the backward angles. The largest
of the positive and negative errors are shown in the plot. The thick dotted line represents the
quadrupole moment extracted from the TRS calculations based on the proposed congurations.
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